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editorial flash            hot off the press 

our multimedia projects are cool

Come December 10th, we will be five - THAT IS A BIG 5 - years 

young! I’m not sure what this means in “Internet time,” which is 

no longer in vogue, along with the “New Economy” and other 

pre-bubble burst baubles . . .  

But I know what it means in real time:  A trip through the 

“Valley  of the Shadow of Death”  for our company;  soul and 

help wanted ad searching;  working sixteen hour days “to stay   

in the game;” and succeeding against all odds.

Our child, Newmedia Publishing, is now growing its wings. The 

Internet has become the indispensable and profitable medium 

we bet it would be one day.  This day is beckoning.

We plan to make it memorable to all of you. Here are three 

ideas. You will find one of them in your Inbox next time:

1.   A $1,000 free ebook promotion to our 10,000 opt-in 

      newsletter readers.

2.  Free access to Laura Budd’s new web-book, Valkyrie, for the

     100 readers who respond first. Also worth $1,000.

3.  15  free copies of  From Love to Triumph. This edition now

      includes a letter from First Lady Laura Bush. Retail value: 

      $1,000 (includes CD). First come first serve, like the others! 

Your editor,  Steven Kingsley 

See the capabilities available to you

This clip is in Apple QuickTime format. Download the player, 

or its latest version free, if it isn’t on your computer and enjoy!

hot on the burner

Our publishing calendar (workload in plain English) will keep us 

burning the proverbial “midnight oil” for the rest of the year and 

well into next year:

iWords program releases scheduled for the 4th quarter of 2004:

*  Controlled Defense by Rick Tanos  

*  The Perfect Method for Finding the Perfect Man by Mike

    Green

iWords program release scheduled for the 1st quarter of 2005:

*  Too Tough for Tears by Barry Goode

Chaplin in “City Lights”

After working with Google Print for over half a year, we are now 

allowed to “spill the beans” and count our blessings:

*   As one of the few select publishers, we now have the print

     edition of our authors’ works included in the beta program of

     Google Print. Next to come: Froogle, Google’s online shop! 

*   Check out the write-up on Researchbuzz about the Theodore

     Roosevelt Cyclopedia, gubernatorial papers, and speeches we

     delivered to the Theodore Roosevelt Association, as part of a 

     project to convert the TR CD-ROM into a web-book.

author’s spot:  june marshall

Where have all  the good men gone?

Where have all  the good women gone?

If you are asking this question, then follow the links to June 

Marshall’s relationship books and ebooks:

The Dirty Seven:  Ladies Beware!   

Booby Trapped:  Men Beware! 

She has the answers. She also sorts through the seven types of 

men and seven types of women who will never - yes, never - 

make good mates.  As she once told us, “Not everyone is ready to 

be in a relationship - just because they want to be in one.”
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